Fluorescent objects closer than the diffraction resolution limit can be distinguished in far-field microscopy provided they feature different emission spectra. Utilizing the superior axial resolution of 4Pi-confocal microscopy of 100-150 nm, we investigate the precision with which fluorescence objects with subdiffraction axial distance can be measured in the far field. At a wavelength of 820 nm distances on the order of 60 nm between beads and a monomolecular Langmuir-Blodgett layer were determined with a precision of 1.2 nm within 3.2 s. The reduced spatial extent of the 4Pi-confocal point-spread-function improves the precision of colocalization measurements in double stained specimens and opens up the prospect on far-field fluorescence profilometry with ͑sub͒ nanometer height resolution.
I. INTRODUCTION
In many microscopy applications it is important to measure the distance between fluorescent objects with high precision. Examples are the chromosomal organization in cell nuclei, 1 as well as colocalization studies of proteins and organelles. The targets of interest are usually labeled with fluorescent markers whose positions are measured in the image. The obtainable precision depends on the signal-to-noise ratio, the microscope spatial resolution, and the effect of chromatic aberrations.
For distance measurements far-field microscopy is often preferable over near-field optics because it is able to image the interior of objects. If the fluorescent markers feature different spectral properties, such as the excitation and emission spectrum, lifetime, or emission polarization, the position of two adjacent objects can be measured separately. It is common knowledge that in this case subdiffraction distances can be quantified. 2 The diffraction resolution limit does not apply, simply because the objects are resolved by definition.
Recently, distance and localization measurements of distinctly featured fluorescence objects have been reported with a precision of 20-60 nm using confocal microscopy. 1, 3, 4 This method is particularly suitable for multicolor distance and colocalization studies because the confocal point spread function ͑PSF͒ is confined in three dimensions ͑3D͒ with a typical full width at half-maximum ͑FWHM͒ of 150-250 and 500-800 nm in the lateral and axial direction, respectively. The poorer axial resolution inevitably compromises the precision of axial distance measurements. Due to the coherent use of focused wave fronts of two opposing lenses, 4Pi-confocal fluorescence microscopy provides a 3.5-4-fold improved axial resolution. 5 With a 4Pi-confocal microscope a substantial improvement of axial distance measurements can be expected.
Here we report axial distance measurements with two color channel 4Pi-confocal microscopy with precision of the order of 1 nm. Using a joint two-photon excitation wavelength of exc ϭ820 nm, subresolution distances between fluorescent objects are measured with a precision of about a thousandth of the wavelength. This precision is exemplified by imaging fluorescent beads adhered to a monomolecular Langmuir-Blodgett ͑LB͒ layer of fluorescent polydiacetylenes. 6 It was obtained at a total exposure time of 3-4 s, at an average photon count rate of 7000/s and without exploiting all emissions which could have been obtained before sample bleaching. The two-color 4Pi-confocal recording yields impressive 3D images. Figure 1 sketches the employed 4Pi-confocal microscope of type A. The two detection channels, ''yellow'' and ''green'' are defined by a dichroic beamsplitter ͑DC2͒ featuring an edge at 570 nm. Residual excitation light of the mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser ͑Coherent Mira 900F, Santa Clara, CA͒ was filtered out by a dichroic mirror ͑DC1͒ and a 2-mm-thick BG39 glass ͑Schott, Mainz, Germany͒. Additional filters are used for separation: whereas the ''yellow'' channel uses a long pass color glass OG 550 ͑Schott͒, the ''green'' channel further employs a bandpass centered at 525 nm with a FWHM of 50 nm. The fluorescence was detected with photon-counting avalanche photodiodes with 50%-70% quantum efficiency ͑EG&G, Canada͒. The piezo mirror enabled phase adjustment and the charge-coupled device camera facilitated alignment control.
II. MATERIALS AND METHOD
The polydiacetylene LB layer consisted of polymerized dimethyl-bis͓pentacosadiinoic-oxyethyl͔ ammonium bromide which exhibits a strong fluorescence parallel to the polymer backbone. Due to its broad emission from the green to red spectral range the fluorescence of the LB layer is present in both channels; 23.4Ϯ0.1% of the total emission entered the ''green'' channel. The axial responses to the LB layer ͑Fig. 2͒ in each channel feature the maximum and the two lobes that are typical for constructive interference in two-photon excitation 4Pi-confocal microscopy of type A. The axial position of the LB layer was localized by fitting the 4Pi-confocal response with a function consisting of three Gaussian peaks:
͑1͒
A similar fit was used for the bead. The parameter w quantifies the axial width of the peak function, b is the distance between the peaks, and 1 , 2 are their relative heights. z c is the desired axial position of the center of the response. I 0 is a constant background in the image. The 2 fit was realized using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
III. RESULTS
For a given PSF the localization precision is determined by the signal-to-noise ratio ͑SNR͒ alone. As the SNR is described by Poisson statistics, we first investigated the precision that can be anticipated for a given number of counts per pixel under Poisson noise conditions. For this purpose we evaluated theoretical 4Pi-confocal responses and extracted the precision with which we could determine the center for typical SNR encountered in our experiment ͑Fig. 2, inset͒. We found that for 100-200 counts per 20 nm pixel in Z direction we should obtain a precision of the order of 1 nm.
Potential obstacles are longitudinal chromatic aberrations. Two-photon excitation at 820 nm allowed the excitation of both fluorophores in the same volume. Therefore on the excitation side chromatic aberration cannot occur. However, chromatic aberration associated with the two detection colors leads to an axial offset of the detection PSFs defined by the pinholes. This offset can be eliminated by shifting one of the pinholes along the optic axis. Residual chromatic aberration manifests itself as an apparent axial shift of the center of the response, but also as a difference in shape between the responses in each channel of the ͑same͒ LB layer. The latter effect is due to the fact that the relative height of the two lobes of the 4Pi-confocal PSF strongly depends on the relative axial position of the excitation and detection foci. Given that the lobes in one channel have equal height, longitudinal chromatic aberration would express itself as a different lobe height in the other channel. Therefore the side lobes are a powerful tool to accurately correct for chromatic aberration.
After correction, a total of 100 axial scans revealed an offset of 0.4Ϯ0.3 nm so that chromatic aberrations could be safely neglected in the following measurements. The standard deviation of the difference between the center positions of the axial intensity profiles of each channel was 3.8 Ϯ0.3 nm. The medium peak count number of the axial line scan in the ''yellow'' and ''green'' channel was 134 and 43, respectively. Based on the Poisson statistics model of Fig. 2 ͑inset͒ we expect a standard deviation of 3.6 nm, which is in agreement with the measured value. This indicates that the precision was limited only by photon statistics.
Next we recorded stacks of XZ images of fluorescent beads ͑Yellow-Green Fluospheres; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR͒ on the LB layer in the 4Pi-confocal mode ͑Fig. 3͒. The diameter of the beads was specified to 110 nm; the maximum emission was at a wavelength of 515 nm. A confocal recording was also taken for comparison ͑data not shown͒. The XY Z-image size was 0.8ϫ0.8ϫ2.2 m 3 with a pixelation of 40, 40, and 23.3 nm in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. The pixel dwell time was 2 ms. The bead was embedded in glycerol whose refractive index (nϭ1.47) differed from that of the oil (nϭ1.52) and the cover slip ͑Fig. 1͒. The concomitant change of the scale along the optic axis by a factor of ␥ refr ϭ0.93, which is due to spherical aberrations, was taken into account by scaling. 7 The axial distance of the two point objects at a lateral coordinate (x, y) is given by dϭ␥ refr (z c LB layer (z) and I bead (z) with Eq. ͑1͒ in each channel. To increase the precision, all the profiles whose maximum was at least 75% of the global intensity maximum of the bead image, 16 in total, were considered. Since the data stack is three dimensional we could also rely on profiles from neighboring XZ sections. In the experiment shown in Fig. 3 we measured dϭ62Ϯ1.2 nm.
IV. DISCUSSION
It is interesting to note that d is 2.5 times below the axial diffraction limit of 140 nm of the 4Pi-confocal microscope and 10 times below that of a single lens two-photon confocal microscope. 8 The recording time of the measured area was only 3.2 s. The total number of counts was 21 266 and 23 288 for the bead and the LB layer, respectively. Given that an average fluorophore can emit about 5ϫ10 4 photons of which 2% are detected, 9 each molecule can contribute with ϳ10 3 photons. Therefore, 20-25 fluorophore molecules are sufficient to establish distances between fluorophore agglomerations with a precision of 1 nm. Stable fluorophores can emit up to 10 6 photons, in which case a precision of 1 nm is achieved already with single molecules. However, this calculation strictly applies only if the bleaching of the two markers occurs at the same rate. Otherwise, the necessary cross-talk correction by weighted subtraction would not be applicable, unless the bleaching is considered as a function of time. In the present experiment, we kept the excitation intensity low ͑ϳ200 W of time-averaged power͒ to avoid bleaching. As our system works close to the Poisson noise limit, we expect that the precision can be improved to the sub-nm regime, simply by collecting a higher number of photons.
If at all present, Förster resonance energy transfer ͑FRET͒ 10 between the layer and the fluorophore in the bead would be restricted to the area of immediate contact. Being an induced dipole interaction FRET would only affect the fluorescence molecules at the bead surface and up to a maximum depth of ϳ10 nm. Since the vast majority of the molecules in the bead are too remote from the LB layer, we do not expect FRET to compromise the localization of the bead. The LB layer might be slightly quenched by FRET where it touches the bead ͑Fig. 3͒, however, the fluorescence from the layer is strong enough to reveal its precise localization. FRET is undesired in our case, however, we note for completeness that FRET is an established nonimaging technique for measuring distances between fluorophore agglomerations or single fluorophores 11 in the small range of 1-10 nm, which works well if the parameters of the induced dipole interaction are known.
Finally we show that the axial side lobes in the 4Pi-confocal image data is readily removed by a linear mathematical filter taking into account the relative height and position of the lobes. The filter is applied to each channel and eliminates the interference effects. The result is an unambiguous representation of the object in the image. Figure  4 impressively demonstrates the ability of the 4Pi-confocal microscope to vividly visualize the bead on the layer and the distance between them.
By using both coherent illumination and detection in 4Pi-confocal microscopy ͑type C͒ 12 the axial extent of the main maximum can be further reduced, and a total resolution improvement by a factor of 7 achieved. Therefore type C 4Pi-confocal microscopy has the potential to further enhance the precision.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated fast subresolution axial distance measurements in far-field fluorescence micros- copy with a precision of 1.2 nm, corresponding to almost a thousandth of the wavelength. The precision can be further augmented by either increasing the number of registered photons or by further reducing the spatial extent of the PSF. Both measures should improve the precision to the picometer scale.
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